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University of London 

Computing and Information Systems/Creative Computing 

CO2220 Graphical object-oriented and internet programming in Java 

Coursework assignment 2 2020–2021 

 
 
Introduction 

Your coursework assignment should be submitted as Java files (see the Deliverables 
section, page 8). Each Java file should have your name and student ID included at the top of 
the file as a comment. 
 
This is coursework assignment 2 (of two coursework assignments in total) for 2020–2021. 
This assignment looks at a more sophisticated GUI than the one seen in coursework 
assignment 1, together with network programming, serialization, Exceptions, static utility 

classes, and inheritance.  
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: please use at least Java 8 to compile and test your programs. Later 
versions of Java are also fine. 
 
Electronic files you should have 

• ClientGUI.java 

• History.java 

• PhysicalVideo.java 

• SerialisedVideoObjectsCreator 

• ServerUtils.java 

• StreamingVideo.java 

• Video.java 

• VideoClient.java 

• VideoFileParser.java 

• VideoServer.java 

• VideoServerEngine.java 

• videos.ser (file containing serialized data, a List of Video objects) 

 
What you should hand in: very important 

At the end of the tasks there is a list of files to be handed in – please note the hand-in 
requirements supersede the generic University of London instructions. You cannot 
gain any marks without handing in the .java files asked for. Class files are not needed, and 
any student giving in only a class file will not receive any marks for that part of the 
coursework assignment, so please be careful about what you upload as you could fail if 
you submit incorrectly. 
 

• Please only hand in the Java files asked for and not any additional files. 

• Please put your name and student number as a comment at the top of each Java file that 

you hand in. 

 
There is one mark allocated for handing in uncompressed files – that is, students who hand 
in zipped or .tar files or any other form of compressed files can only achieve 99/100 marks. 
 
There is one mark allocated for handing in just the Java files asked for without putting them 
in a directory; students who upload their files in directories can only achieve 99/100 marks. 
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There is one mark for handing in Java files with the correct class and file names. Using a file 
name that differs from the class name leads to a compilation error caused by a file 
name/class name mismatch and will lead to a loss of this mark. 
 
Anything added to the names given means that your files are wrongly named; for example, 
the following count as incorrect names: 
 

• JSmith_VideoServer.java  

• cwk2-VideoServer.java 

• JSmith-220-assignment2-VideoServer.java 

• VideoServer .java (note space before .java) 

 
The examiners will compile and run your Java programs; programs that do not 
compile will not receive any marks. 
 
You must not change the names of the Java classes given to you; please follow these 
instructions carefully. If your file does not compile for any reason (except file name/class 
name mismatch) you will receive no marks for that part of the assignment. In particular, 
files that contain Java classes that cannot be compiled because they are in the wrong format 
(e.g. PDFs), will not be given any marks. 
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The List interface 

You will note that in the classes given, ArrayLists are of type List. 

 
List is an interface: docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/List.html  

Explanation below, modified from Bloch, J. Effective Java (Stoughton, MA: Addison-Wesley, 
2008). 2nd edition [ISBN 9780137150021]: 

 
You should use interfaces rather than classes as parameter types. More generally, you 
should favour the use of interfaces rather than classes to refer to objects. If 
appropriate interface types exist, then parameters, return values, variables, and fields 
should all be declared using interface types. 
 
Get into the habit of typing this: 
 
// Good - uses interface as type 

List<Subscriber> subscribers = new ArrayList<Subscriber>(); 

 
rather than this: 
 
// Bad - uses class as type! 

ArrayList<Subscriber> subscribers = new ArrayList<Subscriber>(); 

 
If you get into the habit of using interfaces as types, your program will be much more 
flexible. If you decide that you want to switch implementations, all you have to do is 
change the class name. 
 
For example, the first declaration could be changed to read: 
List<Subscriber> subscribers = new LinkedList<Subscriber>(); 

and all of the surrounding code would continue to work. The surrounding code was 
unaware of the old implementation type, so it would be oblivious to the change. 

 
The Java files: a system to organise a film collection 

The Java files you have been given represent a system written by a developer to create an 
app to organise their film collection. The app tells the developer what films they have 
watched, what format the film was in (streaming platform, DVD, etc.), and other details such 
as the director’s name and the name of the major actors appearing in the film. The 
developer, once they have found a film with the app, wishes to be able to locate the film, 
hence details are stored about whether the film was originally watched via a streaming 
platform, or the file path if the film was downloaded, or its physical location if the film is 
physically owned on a DVD or other removable media. 
 
The VideoServer class should connect to a client, listen for commands from the client, act on 
them and return a response. The ClientGUI class constructs a GUI and should display on it 
the responses from the server. The commands typed in by the user are shown in the 
JTextField at the bottom of the GUI. 

 
In order to make the connection to the server the ClientGUI class will make a VideoClient 
object, and it is this object that should make the connection to the VideoServer. Hence, 
when the VideoServer is started, followed by the ClientGUI class, the user should see the 
following:  
 

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/List.html
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Pressing the connect button should bring up the following menu on the GUI: 
 

 
 
The results of any command the user chooses will be displayed on the GUI. Note that the 
History class, and the inner class HistoryListener in the ClientGUI class have been included 
so that the user can use the up and down arrows on their keyboard to scroll through 
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commands they have already entered so that they can be re-entered, which will also save 
time when testing. 
 
 

Coursework assignment 2  

 
The system given to you will not work as intended. Complete the following tasks so that the 
system will run and work as expected: 
 
Task 1 

The VideoServer class will not compile because it tries to invoke a method from the 
VideoFileParser class that does not exist. 
 
Write the missing method. Please note that the videos.ser file you have been given contains 
a serialized object of type List<Video>. 

 
[18 marks] 

 
Task 2 

Once you have completed task 1, you should find that when the VideoServer class is 
compiled and run, it stops with a NullPointerException, as some statements are 

missing from the class’s startServer() method. Complete the startServer() method. 
 

[12 marks] 
 

Task 3 

Once you have completed tasks 1 and 2, you should find that the VideoServer class will 
compile, but when run will stop with the message: 

Class not found. 

java.lang.ClassNotFoundException: DownloadedVideo 

 
This exception originates in the fromSerialized(String) method in the VideoFileParser class. 
One of the entries in the deserialized List<Video> object is causing an error because a 

subtype of the Video class is missing. Recall that polymorphism means that a supertype 
reference can point to a subtype object, hence the type of all objects stored in the 
List<Video> object may be Video, but those Video objects will be pointing at one of 

Video’s child classes, and one of those child classes is missing. 
 
Write the DownloadedVideo class. The class should have a String instance variable to 

record the file path of the object. Your class should have a constructor, a getter for its sole 
instance variable and a toString() method. 

[12 marks] 
 
Task 4 

Once you have completed tasks 1, 2 and 3, start the VideoServer class followed by the 
ClientGUI class. You will see the GUI and a button inviting you to Connect. When you press 
the button, the message ERROR: null is displayed on the GUI. 

 
This is because there are some statements missing from the connect() method in the 
VideoClient class, which means that the VideoClient is unable to connect to the 
VideoServer. 
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Complete the connect() method in the VideoClient class such that the VideoClient can 
connect to the VideoServer.  

[12 marks] 
 

Task 5 

Once the VideoClient and VideoServer classes can connect, start the VideoServer, followed 
by the ClientGUI. After pressing the connect button you should see the following menu: 
 
Welcome IP address '127.0.0.1' to the Video Library Server. 

Available commands: 

SHOW ALL  show all videos 

SHOW GENRES show the genres of all the videos 

SEARCH <term> show videos that have <term> in the name 

ACTOR <name> show videos that the actor <name> has starred in 

DIRECTOR <name> show videos that the director <name> has directed 

GENRE <genre> show videos in the genre <genre> 

KEYWORD <term> show videos that have <term> in the name, genre, 

   director's name or actors' names. 

YEAR <year> show videos released in the year <year> 

DECADE <decade> show videos released in the decade <decade>.  

   <decade> can be a full year or just the last 2 

   digits and can have an 's' on the end (examples: 

   '1960', '70', '50s', '1980s', '1954', '88s') 

   (NOTE: a decade is always the years 0 - 9 so  

   'DECADE 1954' shows films from 1950-1959) 

SHOW HELP  show this help 

 
Any command that you choose should show its results on the GUI. The commands all work 
except for the SHOW GENRES and the KEYWORD <term> commands, where entering show 

genre will give the output I don't know how to show that! and entering, for 

example, keyword godfather will give the output I don't understand 'keyword'. 
 

The methods invoked following the user’s menu choices are in the VideoServerEngine class. 
Make the following changes to the VideoServerEngine class: 

i. Write the keywordSearch(String) method. The method should take a search term 

and return any film whose details contain the search term. The details to be searched 
are the film’s name, director, genre and actors. Make sure that the output of your 
method will include each film once only, even if the search term is found in more than 
one of the same film’s details. Once you have written the method make the 
necessary changes to the VideoServerEngine class such that the method is invoked 
when the user types in the KEYWORD <term> command. 

ii. The command SHOW GENRES is intended to invoke a method getGenres(), that finds 

and returns the different genres available to the user. The method should search the 
List of films and make a List<String> containing all the distinct genres found. 

The method should make sure that no genre is repeated in the List, should sort the 

List, and after sorting, make the List into a String. The method does not work 

as it should because the code to search the List<Video> for genres has not been 

written. Write the search code, and once you have completed the method, make the 
necessary changes to the VideoServerEngine class such that when the user types 
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the command show genres the getGenres() method is invoked, and the available 
genres are displayed on the GUI. 

iii. Note that the output of commands on the GUI would be clearer to the user if the 
output was preceded by a message saying Results for <user entry> and if 

the output was ended with --- End of Results ---, as in the following example 

where the user has typed in actor brando: 
 

 --- Results for 'actor brando' --- 

The Godfather (1972) 

Directed by Francis Ford Coppola 

Genre: Crime Drama 

Running length: 175 minutes 

Starring: Marlon Brando, Al Pacino, James Caan 

Physically owned on DVD 

Location of DVD: The shelves by the TV 

 

--- End of Results --- 

 
Make changes to the VideoServerEngine class such that the output from all 
commands, except for SHOW HELP, start with Results for <user entry> and 

end with  
--- End of Results --- as in the above example. 

 
You can see an example run of the GUI with these three changes implemented in Appendix 
A (page 10). 

[30 marks] 
 

Task 6 

Note that the ServerUtils class is a class that has a static variable and a static method, with 
no instance variables and methods. Write an appropriate constructor for ServerUtils. 
 

[6 marks] 
 

Task 7 

Review and edit your code where necessary to make your names are as meaningful as 
possible, and that you have formatted your code in a readable way, following the advice from 
Clean Code in Appendix B (page 13). 

[7 marks] 

 
Reading 

Please note that the reading given is carefully chosen to reflect the tasks you are asked to 
achieve. Every year students miss marks for their submissions that they very likely would 
have gained had they paid attention to the recommended reading. 

 
In the reading below HFJ refers to Sierra, K. and Bates B. Head first Java. (O’Reilly, 2005) 
2nd edition [ISBN 9780596009205]. 
 
Task 1 

• CO2220 subject guide Vol. 2, sections 3.3 and 3.4 and HFJ pp.335–337 (handling 
and ducking exceptions). 

• CO2220 subject guide Vol. 2, Chapter 6 Serialization, sections 6.1–6.5 inclusive. 
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Tasks 2 and 4 

• docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/networking/sockets/clientServer.html (Java tutorial on 
writing client/server applications to allow two-way communication between the client 
and the server). 

• docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/io/PrintWriter.html (API for the 
PrintWriter class; pay attention to the different constructors available). 

• CO2220 subject guide Vol. 2, sections 7.1–7.8 (clients and servers). 

• HFJ pp.474–479 (making connections in network programming). 
Task 3 

• CO2220 subject guide Vol. 1 sections 4.9 and 5.3 (getters). 

• HFJ pp.80–82 inclusive (getters and encapsulation). 

• CO2220 subject guide Vol. 1 Sections 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5 (constructors, including 
the this keyword and superclass constructors). 

Task 5 

• Section headed The List interface in this document. 

• CO2220 subject guide Vol. 1 sections section 7.3 (ArrayLists and the enhanced 

for loop). 

• HFJ pp.132–137 (ArrayLists). 

• CO2220 subject guide Vol. 2, section 4.6.3 (StringBuilder). 

Task 6 

• CO2220 subject guide Vol. 2, sections 2.2, 2.11 and HFJ pp.275–278 (static utility 
classes). 

• javapractices.com/topic/TopicAction.do?Id=40 (private constructors). 
Task 7 

• Appendix B of these assignment instructions. 
 

 

Deliverables 

Please submit an electronic copy of your Java classes as follows: 
 

• VideoClient.java (with completed method) 

• VideoServer.java (with completed method) 

• DownloadedVideo.java (new class) 

• VideoFileParser.java (with new method) 

• VideoServerEngine.java (with requested changes) 

• ServerUtils.java (with constructor) 

 
Please put your name and student number as a comment at the top of each Java file.  
Please only hand in the files listed above. 

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/networking/sockets/clientServer.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/io/PrintWriter.html
http://javapractices.com/topic/TopicAction.do?Id=40
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Marks for CO2220 coursework assignment 2 

The marks for each section of coursework assignment 2 are clearly displayed against each 
task and add up to 97. There are another two marks available for giving in uncompressed 
files and for giving in files that are not contained in a directory. There is one mark for giving 
in files with the correct names. This amounts to 100 marks altogether. Another 100 marks 
were available from coursework assignment 1. 
 
 
Total marks for tasks 1–7        [97 marks] 
  
 
Mark for giving in uncompressed files      [1 mark] 
  
 
Mark for giving in standalone files; namely, files not enclosed in a directory [1 mark] 
  
 
Mark for giving in files with the correct names     [1 mark] 
  
 
Total marks for coursework assignment 2     [100 marks] 
 

 
 
 
 
 

[END OF COURSEWORK ASSIGNMENT 2] 
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Appendix A: Example output shown on the GUI once Tasks 1–5 completed 

 
Welcome IP address '127.0.0.1' to the Video Library Server. 

Available commands: 

SHOW ALL  show all videos 

SHOW GENRES show the genres of all the videos 

SEARCH <term> show videos that have <term> in the name 

ACTOR <name> show videos that the actor <name> has starred in 

DIRECTOR <name> show videos that the director <name> has directed 

GENRE <genre> show videos in the genre <genre> 

KEYWORD <term> show videos that have <term> in the name, genre, 

director's name or actors' names. 

YEAR <year> show videos released in the year <year> 

DECADE <decade> show videos released in the decade <decade>.  

   <decade> can be a full year or just the last 2  

digits and can have an 's' on the end 

   (examples: '1960', '70', '50s', '1980s', '1954', 

'88s') 

   (NOTE: a decade is always the years 0 - 9 so 'DECADE  

1954' shows films from 1950-1959) 

SHOW HELP  show this help 

 

User types “genres” 
 

Syntax: <command> <argument>. 

 

User types “show genres” 
 

--- Results for 'show genres' --- 

Action Adventure Drama 

Biography Crime Drama 

Comedy Drama Thriller 

Crime Drama 

Drama 

Family Animation Adventure Comedy 

Family Fantasy Drama 

Family Sci-Fi Adventure Comedy 

Fantasy Action Adventure Drama 

Fantasy Mystery Comedy 

Music Drama 

Musical Biography History Drama 

Musical Comedy Romance 

Mystery Drama 

Mystery Horror Thriller 

Mystery Romance Drama 

Mystery Romance Thriller 

Mystery Thriller 

Sci-Fi 

Sci-Fi Action Adventure 

Sci-Fi Adventure Comedy 

Sci-Fi Adventure Drama 

War Romance Drama 

Western Drama 

--- End of Results --- 
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User types “genre sci-fi action adventure” 
 

--- Results for 'genre sci-fi action adventure' --- 

Independence Day (1996) 

Directed by Roland Emmerich 

Genre: Sci-Fi Action Adventure 

Running length: 145 minutes 

Starring: Will Smith, Bill Pullman, Jeff Goldblum 

Physically owned on BluRay 

Location of BluRay: Next to the BluRay player 

 

--- End of Results --- 

 

User types “show help” 
 

SHOW ALL  show all videos 

SHOW GENRES show the genres of all the videos 

SEARCH <term> show videos that have <term> in the name 

ACTOR <name> show videos that the actor <name> has starred in 

DIRECTOR <name> show videos that the director <name> has directed 

GENRE <genre> show videos in the genre <genre> 

KEYWORD <term> show videos that have <term> in the name, genre,  

director's name or actors' names. 

YEAR <year> show videos released in the year <year> 

DECADE <decade> show videos released in the decade <decade>.  

   <decade> can be a a full year or just the last 2  

digits and can have an 's' on the end 

   (examples: '1960', '70', '50s', '1980s', '1954',  

'88s') 

   (NOTE: a decade is always the years 0 - 9 so 'DECADE  

1954' shows films from 1950-1959) 

SHOW HELP  show this help 

 

User types “keyword robot” 
 

no results found for 'keyword robot' 

 

User types “keyword explosion” 
 

no results found for 'keyword explosion' 

 

User types “keyword comedy” 
 

--- Results for 'keyword comedy' --- 

Flight of the Navigator (1986) 

Directed by Randal Kleiser 

Genre: Family Sci-Fi Adventure Comedy 

Running length: 90 minutes 

Starring: Joey Cramer, Paul Reubens, Cliff De Young, Sarah Jessica 

Parker 

Streaming on All 4 

URL: https://www.channel4.com/programmes/flight-of-the-navigator/on-

demand/61259-001 

 

Singin' in the Rain (1952) 
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Directed by Stanley Donen & Gene Kelly 

Genre: Musical Comedy Romance 

Running length: 103 minutes 

Starring: Gene Kelly, Donald O'Connor, Debbie Reynolds, Jean Hagen 

Downloaded to: E:\My Films\Musicals\Singin'_in_the_Rain.wmv 

 

Back to the Future (1985) 

Directed by Robert Zemeckis 

Genre: Sci-Fi Adventure Comedy 

Running length: 116 minutes 

Starring: Michael J. Fox, Christopher Lloyd, Lea Thompson 

Streaming on NOW TV 

URL: https://www.nowtv.com/watch/back-to-the-future-

1985/A5EK6sKrAaybSz79U1yGQ 

 

Soul (2020) 

Directed by Pete Docter & Kemp Powers 

Genre: Family Animation Adventure Comedy 

Running length: 100 minutes 

Starring: Jamie Foxx, Tina Fey, Graham Norton 

Streaming on Disney+ 

URL: https://www.disneyplus.com/en-gb/movies/soul/77zlWrb9vRYp 

 

Palm Springs (2020) 

Directed by Max Barbakow 

Genre: Fantasy Mystery Comedy 

Running length: 90 minutes 

Starring: Andy Samberg, Cristin Milioti, J.K. Simmons 

Streaming on Hulu 

URL: https://www.hulu.com/movie/palm-springs-f70dfd4d-dbfb-46b8-

abb3-136c841bba11 

 

Parasite (2019) 

Directed by Bong Joon Ho 

Genre: Comedy Drama Thriller 

Running length: 132 minutes 

Starring: Kang-ho Song, Lee Sun-kyun, Cho Yeo-jeong 

Downloaded to: E:\My Films\Subtitled Films\Parasite 

(Gisaengchung).mp4 

 

--- End of Results --- 
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Appendix B: Advice on readable code 

 
Readable code 

In his book Clean Code: A Handbook of Agile Software Craftsmanship. (Stoughton, MA: 
Prentice Hall, 2008) [ISBN 9780132350884], Robert C. Martin describes a system for writing 
readable code. The key points are summarised below. 
 
Martin writes: 
 

‘One difference between a smart programmer and a professional programmer is 
that the professional understands that clarity is king. [...] We want to use the 
popular paperback model whereby the author is responsible for making himself 
clear and not the academic model where it is the scholar’s job to dig the meaning 
out of the paper.’ 

 
Martin writes that ‘making your code readable is as important as making it executable’. He 
believes that names of variables, methods and classes are a major part of what makes code 
readable: 
 

‘The name of a variable, function or class should answer all the big questions. It 
should tell you why it exists, what it does, and how it is used. If a name requires a 
comment, then the name does not reveal its intent.’ 

 
Martin dislikes comments, noting that as code is updated, comments are rarely updated at 
the same time. Thus however helpful a comment may be at the start, once a class has been 
in use for a while, any comments are likely to be outdated and confusing. He believes that 
code should be written with names that make the intent clear, such that comments are 
redundant. 
 
You should note that the programmer has tried to follow the advice given by Martin in writing 
classes. However, Martin himself notes that names can always be improved, and that we 
should not be afraid to keep refining our code. 
 
When answering questions in this coursework assignment, please note the following rules 
from Martin: 
 
Formatting 

‘You should take care that your code is nicely formatted. You should choose a set 
of simple rules that govern the layout of your code, and then you should 
consistently apply those rules. […] It helps to have an automated tool that can 
apply those formatting rules for you.’ 
 

Methods 

• Method should do one thing only. If your method does more than one thing, break it up 

into separate methods. 

• Do not repeat yourself. If you find yourself writing the same code more than once, put it 

into a method. 

• Too many arguments (parameters). ‘No argument is best, followed by one, two and 

three. More than three is very questionable and should be avoided with prejudice’. 

 

Comments 

If you do write a comment, make sure it is grammatical, short, does not state the obvious 
and is really needed. 
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Names 

• Choose descriptive names. ‘Names in software are 90 per cent of what makes software 

readable.’ 

• Unambiguous names. ‘Choose names that make the workings of a function or variable 

unambiguous.’ 

• Names should describe side effects. For example, a method getOos() will make an 

ObjectOuputStream if one does not already exist, so should be called 

createOrReturnOos() 

 
General 

• Obscured intent – make the code as expressive as possible such that its intention is clear 

from a first reading.  

Put conditional statements into a method to make their intention and effect clear, 

for example:  

 BAD if (guessedWord.length()< shortestLength) 

 GOOD if(guessedWordIsTooShort(guessedWord)) 
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